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background: Here we present a study of how quantitative optical properties of foam cells affect recognition of vulnerable plaque features in 
optical coherence tomography (OCT) images and how bright spots thought to represent macrophages often represent other plaque components.
Methods: 8 fresh human cadaver coronary arteries from 6 human hearts were imaged with OCT in a mock catheterization laboratory. Macrophages 
were identified by positive CD68 staining. A novel quantitative bright spot algorithm depicted bright spots in an unbiased fashion.
results: 91 regions of CD68 positivity were identified: 64 caused quantitative OCT bright spots and 12 caused shadows that falsely appeared as 
lipid cores. The other CD68 positive regions were too deep in the tissue or too far from the OCT catheter to be detected. We have shown that foam 
cells cause bright spots due to the sharp change in optical index of refraction (IR) between fibrous cap and lipid-rich macrophage, which occurred 
for 64 regions of bright spots found in fibrous caps. We hypothesize that pools of foam cells did not exhibit the IR gradient required to cause bright 
spots and thus appeared as dark regions. See the table for other causes of bright spots, all of which are caused by changes in IR between plaque 
components.
conclusion: Our results show that the current method to identify foam cells by visualizing bright spots in OCT images is not always accurate. 
Further quantitative methods to distinguish between various sources of bright spots in tissue are required.
Histologic composition of OCT bright spot sources.
Hypocellular fibrous tissue 23 (7%)
Cellular fibrous tissue 52 (16%)
Macrophage-rich areas with fibrous tissue 64 (19%)
Cholesterol clefts in necrotic cores 4 (1%)
Interface of old and new fibrous tissue 44 (13%)
Intimal/medial or adventitial/medial interface 39 (12%)
Calcium/fibrous interface 39 (12%)
Calcium/lipid interface 18 (5%)
Fibrous cap/lipid pool interface 36 (11%)
Neovascularization/media interface 12 (4%)
